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Andes Adventure

Simon Richardson
Photographs 65 - 68

In September 1981 I stood on the summit of my first Himalayan peak, Agyasol in
the Kishtwar. The weather was perfect and the view extensive over a vast array of
peaks barely yet explored. The pleasure and satisfaction of being there was very
much the realization ofa dream rather than the culmination ofa long and difficult
route: indeed the major problems had been being in the correct place at the right
time with enough food, fuel and equipment to make a summit push when the
weather allowed. The final two days to the virgin summit was classic smffbut the
ten hours of climbing involved was very much the icing on the cake that made the
whole experience of twelve weeks in the Third World so perfect. It was on the
journey home that I decided I wanted something rather different next time I
climbed in high mountains and I dreamt ofclimbing a technical route on a big hill
as a two man team.

Eighteen months later I was about to shelve plans for going to the Andes in the
spring of 1983 after two possible trips had fallen through due to incompatible
dates and work commitments. I was limited to a rigid four weeks and was
resigned to going to Yosemite instead when at the last moment I arranged to go to
Peru with Mark Miller. Like many other crazy schemes, it was made over several
beers in the Bar Nationale in Chamonix but at the time, at least, it seemed
foolproof in its simplicity; we would meet in Lima in five weeks time, Mark would
bring the route food and I the map. Objective? We'd both seen a picture of
Taulliraju (S830m) in the Cordillera Blanca and decided we wanted to climb that.
We thought that it had only been climbed four or five times but Mick Fowler and
Chris Watts had climbed the south face the year before on a four week trip which
proved the mountain's accessibility at least. Friends assured us that it was not too
difficult to find; just walk up the Santa Cruz valley until you bumped into a
granite tower draped in ice, and that was Taulliraju.

Mark and I had only climbed together once before, during the previous
summer in Chamonix when we had done a new route, more by error than an
awareness for new lines, on the NW face of the Aiguille Sans Nom. The climbing
went like clockwork and we were keen to repeat the experience. Our team
organization had left a lot to be desired, however.

Taulliraju looked far better than any of our photos had shown. The rock was
perfect fine grained granite and the ice sparkled white; a perfect climber's
mountain. The obvious spur on the left side of the S face looked hard but feasible
enough and we first approached the mountain, with this as our main objective,
brimming with enthusiasm and confidence. Much bad weather and two attempts
later we were back in base camp planning a third and final try. Time was running
out and we had severely underestimated the food we needed when we had done
our shopping in Huarez on the way to the mountains. We estimated that we had
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65 Taulliraju (5830111) ill the Alldes. The route followed the right-halld ridge (Bo((ol1l third is 1I0t visible)
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66 /n the glacier basin on the second day with Taulliraju beyond. The SE ridge goes up the narr071) ice-field
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just enough food for one more try. By the time we reached the foot of the mountain
the weather looked ominous again so we dug a snowhole at the bottom of the route.
We settled down into our sleeping bags as it started to snow heavily half-way
through the afternoon. This was our sixth bivouac and turned out to be the worst,
for throughout the night avalanches sloughed offthe face above pouring over the
entrance to the snowhole. At two in the morning, preferring the cold to suffocation,
I crawled out of the hole and made a few airholes for Mark before descending a
few hundred metres to sleep behind a boulder. By morning our clothing was
soaked, our gear was frozen solid, and we had abandoned any hope of climbing
the S face towering above us, glistening white with new snow and ice. We made a
determined attempt to reach the SE ridge but we floundered in waist deep powder
snow. The attempt was hopeless, the decision inevitable. We went down.

Back at base camp Mark suggested climbing Alpamayo instead, but by now I
had become obsessed with Taulliraju and was adamant that we made one last try.
We decided that whilst the S face was now so obviously out of condition, the SE
ridge, a beautiful looking mixed route, might be possible. This had been climbed
by a team of Chamonix guides in 1976 who had approached the ridge directly by a
steep line to the right of the S face. Instead we wanted to cross the Punta Union
and climb the entire ridge 'integrale' from there. Our food supply was sparse, but
we mixed the last of our porridge oats with a tub of margarine, packed a few
packets of soup with the inevitable teabags and our last gas cylinder. Our gear
rack was minimal to match and we set off with rucksacks light enough to match
the alpine-style ideal. It was only after crossing the Punta Union and descending a
little that we had our first view of the lower part ofour ridge. It did not look quite
as easy as we had imagined. At the head ofa steep chaotic glacier was an imposing
granite wall, 400m high, and split by four long spurs. We at once understood why
the French had approached via the S face. We soloed up the glacier, avoiding the
fresh ice-falls, to reach the only weakness we could see up the face - a line of
compact slabs up the S side of the largest spur which we then hoped to follow to
the top of the wall. We continued to solo until we reached a position where we
both became stuck so, balancing precariously on tiny holds, we excavated a belay
and roped up. Mark was in front so he led off. His progress was slow and it soon
became apparent that this was not a straightforward pitch, for although the
granite was superb every crack was choked with vegetation and moss. After a
futile attempt at gardening with his ice tools and covering me with all kinds of
falling greenery, he resorted to the obvious and climbed up using the picks of his
axes embedded in the moss, just like an ice pitch but rather less secure. It was a
brave lead and I made sure it would not be repeated for a long time by falling off
and taking a long section of the green ribbon with me as I fell. Above there was
more moss, some intricate aid climbing over a roof where I had to leapfrog our
pitifully small collection of pegs, and above, some awkward free climbing which
led to a hanging belay under another overhang. Mark came up as it started to
become dark and made a bold lead palming up an unprotected rounded arete
followed by a pendulum to reach an easy crack on the right. I climbed the rope in
the dark to reach Mark on a small but good bivouac ledge on the crest of the spur.
Dinner was a simple affair; a handful of margarine and oats washed down with tea
and we were soon asleep.
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Next morning we soon discovered that we could not follow the knife edge crest
of the spur so we took a diagonal line up the right wall. The climbing continued as
bizarre as the afternoon before with some rather tenuous front pointing up
disconnected ice smears, another pendulum, and a memorable pitch bridging up
an open book corner with ice tools hooked into a trickle of ice less than Scm wide.
We alternated pitches, impressed with each others' leads; we were climbing as if
in a trance and had entered a state of timelessness. The spell was broken when we
finished the spur at three in the afternoon, and we crossed a large glacier basin to
reach its left edge that defined the start of the SE ridge proper. We moved
together just below the crest of the ridge with Mark in the lead. He refused to
reduce his pace as the climbing became more difficult with a series of increasingly
steep ice pitches, so we continued moving together on terrain that on any other
occasion I would not only have stopped to belay, but have put in plenty of runners
as well. Mark is a big bloke with lots ofmomentum so it was simpler just to follow
in silence. We reached the broad col at the foot of the final steep section of the
ridge at dusk and settled down for a welcome bivouac.

We left at dawn the following day, moving up the steep glacier that led to the
steep narrow ice-field that followed the crest ofthe ridge. We had now joined the
French route and the climbing was spectacular but straightforward so we gained
height rapidly, and we were confident about reaching the summit early in the
afternoon. We encountered more mixed ground as we approached the summit
ridge, as the ice-field petered out into a series of thinly iced granite slabs. We had
been so absorbed in the route that we had not noticed the change in the weather
for now all around us rose a sea of boiling cloud. The realization that we might not
reach the summit led to a desperate lead, front pointing up a hanging tongue of
unconsolidated snow. This led through the slabs, then down on to the S face, to
pendulum off an ice axe, to reach an ice-fall that took us back to the other side of
the mountain. There was no belay. It had started to snow and Mark shouted up
about going down, but we were so close now that I insisted we continue. Mark
tied our spare 8mm rope on to the end of mine to let me continue up a long steep
ice gully to reach a good belay under the huge summit mushroom. Mark came up
through the blowing snow and without a word we rigged up the first abseil. The
calm acceptance of being beaten so close to the summit hurt more than not
reaching the top itself. I could feel the tears beginning to freeze on my cheeks.

My memory of the descent remains a blur of abseils down frozen ropes, snow
slides and never-ending spindrift, stumbling down disorientated through knee
deep snow, and a final sodden bivouac. We had run out of food and fuel on the
ascent. Somehow our emotions would not behave properly on reaching safety on
the glacier at the foot of the route, for we did not feel elated but deeply depressed.
The release came three days later when we had walked out of the Santa Cruz
valley to the roadhead at Cashapampa. We gorged ourselves on eggs and papas
frites washed down with lots of beer and sat absorbing the flat open space, lush
greenness, and constant bustle of village life. Two small boys blew berries at us
with peashooters and a pretty girl laughed. We both felt so happy we didn't know
whether to laugh or cry.
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